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Classifying documents at scale using algorithms is an important sub-area within machine learning. Although current generation transformer models perform extremely well on many natural language tasks such as document classification, they struggle with computing and memory requirements on long sequences, and often require significant amounts of computing power to train. We describe a simple method of improving performance on the problem of classifying sequences of text by concatenating the hidden state of a BERT-based transformer model with a dictionary-based bag-of-words model. The hybrid models that result outperform the transformer models by varying margins, while adding trivial amounts of compute requirements and boosting model interpretability. Just as importantly, we show that this hybrid approach can improve interpretability of models.

Better performing and more interpretable text classification models are important across a range of applications but has particular significance for national security. Quickly and accurately detecting malign information campaigns, extremist recruitment content, or conspiracy theories circulated over social media serves national security interests. Additionally, understanding how these antisocial messages function can inform responses. While this paper is primarily written for a technical audience familiar with machine learning and natural language processing, it should be of interest within the operations in information environment (OIE) community.
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Although transformer models perform extremely well on many natural language tasks, they may struggle with computing and memory requirements on long sequences, and often require significant amounts of computing power to train. Such models also lack interpretability. We describe a simple method of improving performance on the problem of classifying sequences of text by concatenating the hidden state of a BERT-based transformer model with a dictionary-based bag-of-words model. The hybrid models that result outperform the transformer models by varying margins, while adding trivial amounts of compute requirements and boosting model interpretability.
With the growth of the internet and a desire for data-driven solutions, policy analysis has increasingly relied on text mining to generate insights and recommendations. The RAND Corporation, for instance, has applied text analysis for identifying election interference on social media, detecting linguistic differences between conspiracy theories, and determining state-sponsored narratives around COVID-19, among other initiatives. Robust, interpretable models of language are critical to these analyses.

Language models based on the Transformer architecture have ushered in a new era in natural language processing (NLP) and have quickly become the de facto standard method for many general-purpose NLP tasks, from language translation to question-answering. However, Transformer models are notorious for their intensive computing requirements and sometimes difficult-to-interpret results, both of which originate from the Transformer’s highly complex deep neural network architecture, which often utilizes millions or billions of parameters. Bag-of-words (BoW) models – models where the ordering of words is irrelevant, and all that matters is the set of words that are used and/or their occurrence frequency – are far simpler and computationally cheaper, albeit at the cost of substantially lower performance compared to more advanced Transformer models. Here we argue that simple BoW models, used in conjunction with deep Transformer models, can lead both to boosted performance and improved interpretability. This approach also is feasible in compute-constrained environments, e.g. without the use of GPU arrays.

We demonstrate this in two different ways: first, we describe an experiment where the addition of a BoW model dramatically improves sequence classification performance compared to a Transformer alone; and second, we show how the classification errors of a moderately inaccurate BoW model yields orthogonal insights to the classification successes of a pure Transformer model. Our results, while not groundbreaking, demonstrate the value of considering a suite of models when attempting to derive insights from data, instead of simply selecting the best-performing model, particularly in computing-constrained environments and where results must be translated into actionable policy.
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1. Introduction

With the growth of the internet and a desire for data-driven solutions, policy analysis has increasingly relied on text mining to generate insights and recommendations. The RAND Corporation, for instance, has applied text analysis for identifying election interference on social media, detecting linguistic differences between conspiracy theories, and determining state-sponsored narratives around COVID-19, among other initiatives. Robust, interpretable models of language are critical to these analyses.

Language models based on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al. 2017) have ushered in a new era in natural language processing (NLP) and have quickly become the de facto standard method for many general-purpose NLP tasks, from language translation to question-answering. The attention mechanism that Transformer models employ allows them to deal with relatively long sequences of text in an efficient way, especially compared to older recurrent neural network architectures like seq2seq (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014). However, Transformer models are notorious for their intensive computing requirements and sometimes difficult-to-interpret results, both of which originate from the Transformer’s highly complex deep neural network architecture, which often utilizes millions or billions of parameters.

Bag-of-words (BoW) models – models where the ordering of words is irrelevant, and all that matters is the set of words that are used and/or their occurrence frequency – are far simpler and computationally cheaper. Several BoW models that rely on pre-computed dictionaries for sentiment and sociocultural features of language have been developed for analysis, such as Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker and Francis 1999), MoralStrength (Araque, Gatti, and Kalimeri 2020), or SEANCE (Crossley, Kyle, and McNamara 2017). The tradeoff of using this class of models, of course, is substantially lower performance compared to more advanced Transformer models. Biggiogera et al., for example, directly compared a model relying on LIWC to one built around Google’s BERT\(^1\) model (Devlin et al. 2019) for the task of predicting conflict in relationships, finding the BERT-based model to be superior (Biggiogera et al. 2021).

The goal of this paper is to argue that simple BoW models, used in conjunction with deep Transformer models, can lead both to boosted performance and improved interpretability. This approach also is feasible in compute-constrained environments, e.g. without the use of GPU arrays. In this paper we employ a dictionary-based model analogous to LIWC, which we refer to as stance, in our analysis.

By stance we mean the attitudinal dimension of language, for example affect, certainty, social relations--stance is part of the pragmatic function of language, the complement of

\(^{1}\) BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
Our model uses a taxonomy of 119 stance variables originally developed at Carnegie Mellon University to capture rhetorical and pragmatic effects in text (Ringler, Klebanov, and Kaufer 2018; Wetzel et al. 2021). This stance model is a general purpose one, well suited to a wide range of pre-planned texts, and general enough to have been ported over to Modern Standard Arabic successfully for clustering the Central Intelligence Agency's Bin-Laden archive (Bellasio et al. 2021). All documents in our datasets were transformed into vectors within that 119-dimension rhetorical space. These vectors tend to be relatively sparse, because most sentences do not contain any particular language stance, but become less sparse as the length of the document increases. For documents with about 20 words, about 10 stance values are typically nonzero, while documents with 100 words typically have about 25 nonzero stances. This can be contrasted with the embeddings produced by a Transformer model, which are dense (nearly all values are nonzero). The stance model captures the pragmatic half of the hybrid model (a Transformer model captures the semantic half) and is human interpretable: features such as "fear," "uncertainty," or "spatial relations" make sense to humans.

Hybrid architectures combining machine learning and deep learning methods are not new. Because each has affordances and constraints, hybrid approaches can compensate for complementary weaknesses and improve model performance across a wide range of applications including sentiment classification (Salur and Aydin 2020), recommendation systems (Huang et al. 2019), and modeling the spread of infectious diseases (Chew et al. 2021). Where our hybrid approach is distinct is in leveraging a human theory of language features. This broad, general dictionary used not only improves classification performance in many applications, but perhaps more importantly improves interpretability of models through a sparse taxonomy of language moves that are human readable.

As mentioned above, for the broad problem of analyzing text itself, rather than focusing solely on the best model for predictions, we believe both types of models can complement one another. We demonstrate this in two different ways: first, we describe an experiment where the addition of a BoW model dramatically improves sequence classification performance compared to a Transformer alone; and second, we show how the classification errors of a moderately inaccurate BoW model yields orthogonal insights to the classification successes of a pure Transformer model. Our results, while not groundbreaking, demonstrate the value of considering a suite of models when attempting to derive insights from data, instead of simply selecting the best-performing model, particularly in computing-constrained environments and where results must be translated into actionable policy.

---

2 The fraction of nonzero stances tends to increase roughly with the square root of the document length.
2. Performance Improvements

Training a Transformer model to perform sequence classification can be done in one of two main ways: the model can be trained directly through backpropagation, or the sequence can be fed into pretrained Transformer whose hidden states are then used as training data for a simpler algorithm. The latter method is generally more appropriate for cases with limited amounts of training data or compute power, where fine-tuning the Transformer network is impractical, and is the method that we use here.

We observed a somewhat surprising result in (Marcellino et al. 2020) where a Transformer-based model was used to classify a dataset of known Russian trolls on Twitter. It was found that a direct concatenation of the stance vectors with the hidden state of a BERT-based model, fed through a logistic regression classifier, significantly boosted performance in some cases. Inspired by that result (which we reproduce below), we set out to investigate two other datasets to see if a similar boost in performance would occur. We refer to this kind of model that combines a BoW representation of text with a deep neural network embedding as a hybrid model below.

As a benchmark transformer model, we use the base DistilRoBERTa model from the sentence-transformer library (Reimers and Gurevych 2019). This model is a trained to generate a vector space of short text sequences, such that similar sentences are placed nearby one another in the space. Training is performed by digesting two separate sequences of text and training a 'Siamese network' on a label associated with the closeness of the two sequences. One half of the Siamese network is then removed, and an input sentence can be encoded by observing the final hidden state in the network. The result is a vector of length 768.

We build a simple classifier on the DistilRoBERTa and stance data by training a logistic regression model on top of either the DistilRoBERTa vector, stance vector, or the concatenation of the two. This straightforward implementation of a classifier is well-suited for scenarios with limited computing capabilities, as no fine-tuning or backpropagation is required for the DistilRoBERTa model and generating stance vectors scales linearly with the amount of text required. Such a model can be trained and applied even without the use of a GPU. The embeddings of the DistilRoBERTa model (which are essentially normally distributed around zero) and the stance vectors (which range from 0 to 1) are scaled differently, but a logistic regression model fits each parameter separately, so no rescaling was required before training. The logistic regression model we used in all cases applied a standard L2 regularization penalty to prevent overfitting with a value of 1, except for the Amazon dataset, as we describe below.

Table 1 shows the results of our 'out-of-the-box' implementations on three different text databases: Russian trolls on Twitter (Marcellino et al. 2020), ironic and non-ironic product reviews on Amazon (Filatova 2012), and the IMDB review dataset (Maas et al. 2011). The Russian troll dataset has 527 unique trolls, and 10,069 non-trolls, and is therefore highly
imbalanced. The Amazon review dataset contains 437 ironic and 817 non-ironic reviews (1254 total samples), and the IMDB dataset contains 12,500 each of positive and negative reviews (for a total of 25,000). Note that while each dataset is nominally split into two distinct categories (troll/nontroll, ironic/nonironic, and positive/negative), they differ qualitatively. For example, negative movie reviews can range on a wide spectrum from mild to scathing, and irony can be expressed in multiple ways. On the other hand, because the Russian troll accounts were operated with a unified set of goals, we suspect that they may be more uniform in their language, which may explain the high performance we see below.

We split into training and testing sets with an 80/20 split ratio and train a logistic regression classifier on the associated vectors. Our classifier is built using scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011). All values shown are the Matthews correlation coefficient (Baldi et al. 2000) for the binary classification task, a performance metric that takes into account both true and false positives and negatives, and is well-suited to imbalanced datasets. Higher scores indicate better performance; we see that in all cases, the hybrid model performs the best (although gains in performance are varied). We interpret this variation in improvement as relating to the balance of pragmatic versus semantic content of the classified text. Russian trolls on the Internet seek to activate emotions and persuade, almost wholly pragmatic use of language, and thus a hybrid approach may add more value. On the other hand, Amazon product reviews, (especially non-ironic ones) are less rich in pragmatic content, and less likely to benefit from a hybrid approach.

We note that the Amazon dataset is relatively small (only 1207 total instances), which is probably why we see the strongest evidence of overfitting on it of our samples. In fact, the default regularization appeared to be insufficient on the Amazon dataset, so we used an L2 parameter of 0.07, which was the strongest regularization that still achieved reasonable performance. Still, even with this regularization, the hybrid model continues to perform best, suggesting that nontrivial information is contained in the two different datasets.

Also interesting to note is that the entries in the Russian Trolls data, which consists of concatenated tweets, are generally much longer (average of about 1000 words) than the IMDB (about 230) and Amazon (about 90) entries. Transformer models are notoriously difficult to train on longer pieces of text, while BoW models should perform best on long text. Indeed, we see the biggest gain in performance for the hybrid models on the Russian Trolls data, which suggests that long text sequences may be on of the best uses of hybrid modeling approaches.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>BoW Stance</th>
<th></th>
<th>DistilRoBERTa</th>
<th></th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian trolls</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td><strong>0.992</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon ironic reviews</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td><strong>0.512</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMDB</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td><strong>0.659</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Classification scores (Matthews correlation coefficient) for the three tasks with our three model paradigms (BoW, Transformer, and Hybrid). We find in all cases that the Hybrid model offers the best performance on the holdout (test) set.
3. Failure Modes Provide Insight

The primary goal when performing modeling is often to increase performance. A well-designed model, however, can often yield just as much insight (or even more) by observing its failures rather than its successes. We illustrate this principle by training and applying a DistilRoBERTa model and a BoW stance vector model to a dataset composed of comments associated with four different conspiracy theories: COVID-19, ‘white genocide’, aliens, and anti-vaccination. More details about the dataset and the conspiracy theories themselves can be found in (Marcellino et al. 2021). The stance values are derived as before. For the DistilRoBERTa vectors, we use the embeddings produced by the Base v1 version of sentence-transformers. We then apply T-SNE dimensionality reduction (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) to the resulting vectors and display the 2-dimensional projections in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows that the DistilRoBERTa model is clearly superior to raw stance vectors when distinguishing between conspiracy theory language; not only are the clusters of comments clearly separable, we can even identify subcommunities within each conspiracy theory that are closely clustered together. This hierarchical mapping of conspiracy theories could be quite useful from a policymaker perspective, who may be interested in understanding how these communities change over time and interact with one another. Meanwhile, the clusters determined by the BoW stance data alone are rather indistinct, indicating that there is significant overlap in the type of language used by conspiracy theorists. Nevertheless, some conclusions are identifiable from the BoW stance model in Figure 1, namely, that anti-vaccine language is relatively distinct from other conspiracy theory language.

As with the Russian troll data, we next trained a logistic regression classifier (using one-versus-rest policy) on the BoW and DistilRoBERTa vectors, in order to determine how powerful each algorithm was for classifying sequences. We split the comments randomly into train (75%) and test (25%) sets. The results were unsurprising: the DistilRoBERTa model was highly accurate (>95%) on both training and test sets at identifying the conspiracy theory, while the BoW stance model was somewhat less accurate (87%). When trained on the combined DistilRoBERTa and BoW stance vectors, performance was barely changed from the DistilRoBERTa-alone model. The overall results are shown in Table 2.

At first glance, the results appear to indicate that the Transformer model is simply superior to the BoW stance model. But a closer look at the confusion matrices for our models (shown in Figure 2) demonstrates that the inaccuracies of the BoW stance model themselves provide insight: the model appears to confuse the Aliens and COVID-19 conspiracy theories significantly more than other theories. This indicates that these two conspiracy theories share several features of language outside of the semantic content. From Figure 1, one might assume that the Aliens
conspiracy theory is relatively isolated; the fact that the two theories share many stance features might indicate that the two theories are potentially persuasive to each other's adherents.

**Figure 1. Conspiracy Theory Comments**

![BoW Stance Vectors vs DistilRoBERTa](image)

**SOURCE:** RAND Analysis

NOTE: Comments associated with four conspiracy theories, mapped into a 2-dimensional space by the T-SNE algorithm. On the left, T-SNE is applied to the BoW stance vectors associated with each comment, while on the right, it is applied to the neural network hidden state in a DistilRoBERTa model. The Transformer is clearly more powerful at distinguishing between conspiracy theory language, even identifying sub-communities. The BoW stance model does not look at semantic content, which results in poorer distinguishing ability; however, some patterns (anti-vaccine language is relatively distinct from other conspiracy theories) are clear.

**Figure 2. Conspiracy Theory Confusion Matrices**
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**SOURCE:** RAND Analysis

NOTE: Confusion matrices (test sets only) for Logistic Regression classification algorithm trained on the BoW stance vectors and the DistilRoBERTa hidden states. In the right panel is the difference between the two confusion matrices, for clarity. As before, the DistilRoBERTa model is more accurate than the BoW stance model, but the inaccuracy in distinguishing Aliens from COVID-19 comments is telling nonetheless - an insight that would be missed by a Transformer-only model.
**Discussion**

Understanding text corpora is important for a variety of problems across public policy domains, such as developing taxonomies of conspiracy theories or identifying foreign propaganda. The results that we present here suggest that the use of shallow, interpretable BoW models can improve understanding of text corpora when used in combination with deep Transformer language models. We note that not only do these models scale well as text length increases (unlike most Transformer models), they improve performance of Transformer classification algorithms, in some cases significantly. This is interesting, because the two models digest the same data, meaning they must be extracting different data from the same sequences of text. This potentially points towards a promising direction for future Transformer architectures; we leave this question for future work. As we also showed, improved models are not necessarily always ideal -- models should be expected to fail when presented with certain data. Model failure, therefore, can be a clue that identifies interesting patterns in data that would not be found otherwise. These methods could be useful to supplement future text analyses that require both power and interpretability, such as those done in a policymaking context.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>Bag of Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIWC</td>
<td>Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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